Large scale three-dimensional numerical simulations of hypervelocity impact of Aluminum alloy 6061-T6 plates by Nylon 6/6 cylindrical projectile have been performed using the Optimal Transportation Meshfree (OTM) method of Li et al. [7] along with the seizing contact and variational material point failure algorithm [17, 18] . The dynamic response of the Al6061-T6 plate including phase transition in the high strain rate, high pressure and high temperature regime expected in our numerical analysis is described by the use of a variational thermomechanical coupling constitutive model with SESAME equation of state, rate-dependent J2 plasticity with power law hardening and thermal softening and temperature dependent Newtonian viscosity. A polytropic type of equation of state fit to in-house ReaxFF calculations is employed to model the Nylon 6/6 projectile under extreme conditions. The evaluation of the performance of the numerical model takes the form of a conventional validation analysis. In support of the analysis, we have conducted experiments over a range of plate thicknesses of [0.5, 3.0] mm, a range of impact velocities of [5.0, 7.0]km/s and a range of obliquities of [0, 70] o at Caltech's Small Particle Hypervelocity Range (SPHIR) Facility. Large scale three-dimensional OTM simulations of hypervelocity impact are performed on departmental class systems using a dynamic load balancing MPI/PThreads parallel implementation of the OTM method. We find excellent full field agreement between measured and computed perforation areas, debris cloud and temperature field.
Introduction
It's well known there are many complexities associated with the hypervelocity impact. Experiments may be very expensive and time consuming, and it's possible to obtain very few data by the limitation of current laboratory facilities. Numerical methods, on the other hand, have become very useful and important tools to predict the complex phenomena and look into the details of the entire process. However the accurate simulation of hypervelocity impact is a grand challenge in scientific computing that places exacting demands on physics models, numerical solvers and computing resources. In order to meet these challenges, we develop an Optimal Transportation Meshfree (OTM) method for simulating extremely large deformation and hypervelocity impact problems.
The proposed OTM method is a meshfree updated-lagrangian methodology which combines concepts from Optimal Transportation theory with material-point sampling and local max-ent meshfree approximation, and overcomes the essential difficulties in grid-based numerical methods like Lagrangian and Eulerian finite element method. The rationale behind the approach is as follows. We resort the Benamou-Brenier [3] differential formulation of optimal mass transportation problems and its connection to the Wasserstein distance [5] to discretize the inertial action in space and time within a strictly variational framework. The resulting discretization may be regarded as the result of restricting the inertial action to mass measures concentrated on material points undergoing piecewise rectilinear motions. The density of such mass measures and the constrained minimization structure of the problem may be expected to confer the discretization robust convergence properties. The optimal transportation variational framework also results in: proper mass matrices and inertia forces in the presence of continuously varying spatial interpolation; geometrically exact mass transport and satisfaction of the continuity equation; and exact linear and angular momentum conservation. Finally, fields requiring differentiation, such as deformation and velocity fields, are interpolated from nodal values using max-ent shape functions. These shape functions are reconstructed continuously from the nodal set and have the key property of possessing a Kronecker-delta property at the boundary, which enables the direct imposition of displacement boundary conditions. An energy-based material-point erosion algorithm is also proposed for simulating fracture and fragmentation phenomena. The convergence of the materialpoint erosion algorithm to Griffith-fracture solutions is ensured by means of -convergence [9] . Three dimensional OTM simulations with material-point erosion algorithm of impact of metallic plates by spherical particles have been conducted. The accuracy and performance of the method in presence is illustrated in this paper by comparing with the in-house experiments.
Following a brief description of the methodology and the variational material-point failure algorithm in section 2, the thermomechanical coupling framework for the material modeling of the target and projectile is presented in section 3. The main numerical results using the OTM method with the comparison to the in-house experiment results are shown in section 4. In section 5 the main conclusion afforded by the analysis is provided.
Methodology

The Optimal Transportation Meshfree method
We begin by briefly summarizing the OTM method of spatial and temporal discretization. A class of semi-discrete actions that is well-suited to computation is (1) where is the deformation mapping at time , is the corresponding mass density at time , (2) is the free energy of the solid, is the local free-energy density per unit volume, and (3) is the Wasserstein distance between consecutive densities. The term in Eq.(1) supplies a measure of the inertial action between times and . We also note that in writing Eq.(1) we have restricted attention to elastic behavior and unforced systems for simplicity. Extensions accounting for forcing, e.g., in the form of body forces, boundary traction, and extensions to inelasticity may be found in [7] .
In order to obtain a fully discrete action for computations, we begin by approximating the usual Lebesgue measure of the volume at by discrete measures of the form (4) concentrated at material points , each of which is assigned a discrete volume . The discretization of the mass densities may be achieved simply by identifying the discrete mass distributions as measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to the discrete volume measure , with Radon-Nykodim density , namely,
The quantity may be regarded as the mass carried by material point p. Li et al. [7] have shown that the constancy of the material point masses is indeed equivalent to the weak satisfaction of the continuity equation. To complete the spatial discretization, we approximate the incremental deformation mapping as (6) where is an array of nodal coordinates at time and are conforming shape functions defined over the configuration at time . In calculations, we specifically use max-ent shape functions [1] computed from the array of nodal coordinates at time . Since max-ent shape functions are strongly localized, the interpolation at a material point depends solely on the nodes contained in a small local neighborhood of the material point, Figure 1 . In calculations, the local neighborhoods are continuously updated using range searches [4] to account for the relative motion between material points and nodes.
Inserting these approximations into Eq. (1) we obtain the fully-discrete action (7) where we again consider the unforced elastic case for simplicity. The discrete trajectories now follow from the discrete Hamilton's principle of stationary action. We see from Figure 1 that the OTM scheme can be solved forward explicitly. This forward solution has the usual structure of explicit time-integration and updated-Lagrangian schemes. In particular, all the finite kinematics of the motion, including the mass density and volume updates, are geometrically exact. In addition, the continuous reconstruction of the local material-point neighborhoods and shape functions has the effect of automatically reconnecting the material points and the nodal set, at no cost of remapping the local states carried by the material points. This property of the method is particularly convenient for inelastic materials whose local material state often includes additional internal variable information. A particularly convenient feature of OTM, which is common to other material-point based methods [2] , is that seizing contact is automatically accounted for. This is so because of the cancelation of linear momentum that naturally occurs when colliding nodes come within the local neighborhoods of material points. Nevertheless considerable savings on computational time for the OTM method will be realized with a successful utilization of parallel computers. The OTM method including the dynamic contact algorithm is essentially a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallel approach as most of the operations are performed at every material point locally. Therefore a hybrid MPI/PThreads implementation of the OTM method at the levels of distributed memory and shared memory systems is straight forward. Similar to explicit finite element codes, the parallelization is made with regard to the determination of nodal forces in parallel. Domain decomposition is performed by distributing material points across processors and nodal information is synchronized using a dynamically reconstructed communication map between distributed processors. The parallel OTM algorithm resulting from the preceding scheme is listed in Algorithm 1.
The Material-Point failure algorithm
Finally, we briefly outline the material-point erosion algorithm proposed to simulate the fracture and fragmentation phenomena in hypervelocity impact calculations. Within the context of OTM calculations, fracture can be modeled simply by failing material points according to an energy-release criterion [17, 18] . Following Fraternali et al. [9] we compute the energy-release rate attendant to the failure of material point p as (8) where is the ball of radius centered at . The radius defines a length scale intermediate between the discretization size and the macroscopic size of the bodies. The material point is failed when (9) (8) and (9) result in approximations that converge to Griffith fracture in the limit of an infinitely fine discretization.
Constitutive Model
During hypervelocity impacts, materials are subjected to extremely large deformations rate, high pressures and temperature. In order to properly describe the material response of the target aluminum plate, we develop a material model in a variational thermomechanical coupling framework. This framework accounts for thermo-viscoplasticity, temperature dependent viscosity, employs equations of state (EoS) to describe the volumetric response in the high pressure-temperature regimes, and allows studying the partition of plastic work in stored and dissipated energy in a systematic fashion. We begin with a brief summary of the thermomechanical framework on which we have based our calculations. A detailed description of the constitutive model may be found in [13] . It is essential for the purpose of the optimal transportation structure that the resulting stress update algorithm derives from an incremental potential, or energy density, so that the incremental displacements are governed by a minimum principle. To this end, we adopt a standard constitutive update algorithm that takes the form of minimization of a local incremental energy as shown in [8, 12] , especially the incremental energy density per unit volume is defined as (10) and (11) where is the deformation gradient assumed for a multiplicative elastic-plastic finite kinematics [6] , i.e., with and as the elastic and plastic part of the deformation gradient respectively, is the free energy density, is the specific entropy, Z denotes a vector of internal variables such as , a scalar internal variable measuring the cumulated plastic strain in a macroscopic plasticity model of the von-Mises type, and the local material state is completed with the absolute temperature T. The last two terms in Eq. (11) denotes some approximation to the average of the dissipation pseudopotentials and conjugated to the rate of the local internal processes and the rate of deformation gradient over the time step
respectively. An example of consistent approximation is shown in [10] .
In materials such as metals, the elastic response and the specific heat are ostensibly independent of the internal processes and the free energy density in Eq. (11) may be decomposed additively as (12) where the function determines the elastic response of the metal, whereas the function represents the stored energy due to the plastic working and the thermal energy describes the heat storage capacity of the material. In particular, we consider the following free energies in Eq. (12) and dual dissipation psuedo-potential in Eq. (11), (13) where is the elastic volumetric deformation and is the thermal softening function defined as (14) Finally, the material with Newtonian viscosity can be described by the following expression for the dissipation potential (15) where is the rate of deformation tensor and is the viscosity coefficient as a function of absolute temperature. For instance for liquid aluminum, the following equation may be used [15] (16)
Numerical Results
In order to validate the OTM method with the variational material point failure algorithm and the thermomechanical constitutive model, a series of in-house experiments of Aluminum 6061-T6 plates impact by Nylon 6/6 cylindrical projectiles are performed at Caltech's Small Particle Hypervelocity Range Facilities (SPHIR) [16] . The diameter of the projectile is 1.8mm and length 1.8mm as well. The length and width of the plate is 152mm and thickness is in the range of 0.5 to 3.0mm. The range of investigation covers the impact velocity from 5 to 7km/s and obliquity from 0 o to 70 o . In all calculations the same configurations corresponding to experiments are employed and the constitutive model described in section 3 is used. The material parameters in the thermomechanical coupling framework have been chosen according to the related literatures [11] and computed by in-house ReaxFF molecular dynamics simulations [14] which may be found in [13] . Figure 2 shows a typical perforation process for the impact of a 0.5mm Al6061-T6 plate by a nylon 6/6 cylindrical particle at 5.44km/s. A direct comparison of the OTM calculated results against experimental measurements is illustrated through the correlated shadow graphs of the perforation process. The predicted perforation area in our OTM simulation for this configuration is 13.85mm 2 and the measured hole size in experiment is 13.3mm 2 . The ability of OTM to simulate extreme conditions of material response, including high pressures, strain rates and temperatures, large inelastic deformations, phase transitions such as melting, transport properties such as viscosity, and failure mechanisms such as fracture and fragmentation, is noteworthy. A very fine simulation with totally 2,042,320 material points and 1,660,470 degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 3 for the demonstration of the robustness and convergence of the OTM method.
Conclusion
We have presented an Optimal Transportation Meshfree (OTM) method which enables the prediction of hypervelocity impact. The theoretical basis of the OTM method guarantees the exact conservation of mass, linear and angular momentum. The proposed material point erosion algorithm greatly extends the applicability of the OTM method. The performance and accuracy of the proposed method has been tested by three dimensional hypervelocity impact simulations and in-house experiments. The agreement between numerical and experimental results is excellent.
